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Learn more at puppet.com

Explore the value 
of Puppet Enterprise
Tens of thousands of companies have adopted or evaluated open source Puppet for configuration 
management and data center automation. Over time, many users find they require the enhanced 
capabilities and enterprise support available only with our commercial product, Puppet Enterprise.

Start managing your infrastructure a new way
Puppet Enterprise is a complete enterprise solution that helps organizations adopt DevOps 
practices and deliver new applications and features to your customers, faster and more reliably. 
You get all of the benefits of open source Puppet, plus out-of-the-box capabilities including  
commercial-only enhancements, supported modules and integrations, and the assurance of 
having a fully supported platform.

Orchestrate deployments
Puppet Application Orchestration reduces the complexity 
of deploying and managing distributed applications that 
span nodes. Easily model application infrastructure based 
on its desired state and coordinate ordered deployment of 
configurations to ensure that the right things happen in 
the right order on the right machines.

Easy systems management
Node Management with Puppet Enterprise makes it 

easy to group and manage large numbers of frequently 
changing systems. A rules-based node classifier groups 

nodes based on key characteristics, giving you a 
powerful and scalable way to automate classification of 
your nodes. 
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Code management across environments
Code Management with Puppet Enterprise makes it easy to review, 

test and promote the Puppet code that defines your infrastructure 
across environments — from development to testing to production. 
This gets infrastructure code from your laptop to production faster, 
improves consistency, and makes deployments more reliable.

Graphically visualize infrastructure as code
Puppet Enterprise delivers new reporting to help you truly 

understand how your Puppet code is architected. Visualize your 
infrastructure code to understand dependencies, troubleshoot, 

optimize code, collaborate and respond to changes faster.

Control access at a fine level
Granular role-based access control (RBAC) integrates directly 
with Active Directory and OpenLDAP, providing assignment of 
permissions across individuals and groups. RBAC ensures that 

tasks are safely delegated to the right people.

Get visibility into your current state
Quickly understand and act on changes occurring in your 
infrastructure. With event inspection, visualize changes to nodes, 
classes and resources so you know exactly what changed, where 
and how. Drill down to evaluate the scope of change, so you can 
quickly restore and improve service levels.
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Quickly provision systems across 
your infrastructure
With support for Docker containers, AWS and Microsoft Azure 

cloud resources, VMware vSphere, and bare metal servers, 
Puppet Enterprise cuts provisioning time to minutes and gets 
your infrastructure up and running faster.

Get enterprise support for modules
With Puppet Enterprise Supported modules, common services 
are easy to set up, configure, and manage. These modules are 
fully supported by Puppet and/or our technology partners.

Scale out with confidence
Leverage the multi-master installer and deploy Puppet Enterprise 
easily to thousands of nodes. The master/agent architecture allows 
for redundancy in the components responsible for compiling  
Puppet code or managing nodes.

Puppet server tracking: health and performance
Troubleshooting issues with the Puppet Server is easy with  
Puppet Server Reporting. Get real-time, easy-to-read insight into 
the volume of requests, duration and execution time for 
configuration management functions. Share insights cross-
functionally to improve performance.
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Monitor and manage in one location 
The Puppet Enterprise web UI is your central place to manage and 
get real-time visibility into the current state of your infrastructure. It 
delivers fast access to Puppet Enterprise capabilities, interactive 
reports, and provides easy deployment of configurations and 

applications to servers and network devices. You get detailed 
reporting of assets to help with audits and compliance. 

Get peace of mind
The Puppet community is a great resource for connecting and sharing 
with other Puppet users. In businesses where critical applications run, 
sometimes you need more specialized help. Puppet Enterprise support 
gives you access to professional support engineers, all updates 
and upgrades, plus a private support portal and knowledge base.

Integrated tools deliver faster time to value
Puppet’s Partner Network supports a rich ecosystem of technology 
partners to provide customers with complete solutions for DevOps, 
cloud management, continuous delivery, networking, storage, 
regulatory compliance and provisioning.

Puppet expertise at your fingertips
Puppet Professional Services can help with your Puppet Enterprise 
deployment, upgrades, customization and education. Puppet Training 
delivers instructor-led courses, public and private trainings, and  
live virtual classes.  Get help developing your Puppet expertise,  
and achieve automation success with Puppet Enterprise.
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